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Cutting multiple sheets of paper is easy work 
for a Dahle rolling trimmer or guillotine, but 
when you need to cut an entire stack, there’s 
no better tool then a Dahle Stack Cutter. 
These industrial workhorses will give you the 
precision you need along with the safety you 
deserve. Each cutter has built in features that 
will increase the efficiency of your tasks as 
well as provide a safe and pleasurable cutting 
experience. Dahle Stack Cutters are manu-
factured in Germany and can be found in art 
departments, custom frame shops, and print 
& copy centers throughout the world.

Stack Cutters
Dahle Stack Cutters are manually operated 
but make easy cutting of up to 700 sheets of 
paper at a time. Safety shields can be found 
on either side of the cutting blade and will 
not allow the blade to move while they are 
in the up position. Once the shields are in 

place, you have the ability to cut cleanly 
though 200, 500 or 700 sheets of paper with 
very little effort. This clean, burr free cut 
through such a large stack of paper is made 
possible through a ground Solingen Steel 
blade and a paper clamp that places even 
pressure across the entire cutting surface. 
The two larger machines offer a self-locking 
spindle driven backstop for minute adjust-
ments to your cutting measurements. These 
cutters can be mounted on any secure table 
surface although the optional floor stands are 
recommended for proper cutting height and 
leverage.

Premium Stack Cutters
Dahle Premium Stack Cutters offer the lat-
est technology in cutting machines while 
maintaining a high level of safety. These cut-
ters feature an ergonomically correct cutting 
handle that will not move until both safety 

shields are placed in the down position. This 
eliminates the chance of personal injury. 
Dahle’s exclusive Automatic Cutting System 
provides a one step operation that clamps  
and cuts through the material with a single 
downward movement of the cutting handle. 
This is a tremendous time saver when cut-
ting multiple stacks. A built in electronic 
console verifies each step of the cutting pro-
cess to keep the user informed of the status. 
To ensure accuracy, a laser guide illuminates 
exactly where the cut will be without hav-
ing to guess. An inch and metric scale bar 
provides reference while adjusting the back-
stop to the proper cutting length desired. To 
prevent fanning, the automatic paper clamp 
provides even, consistent pressure along the 
entire stack of paper. The end result is a clean, 
burr free cut that is impossible to distinguish 
from the paper’s factory edge.
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STACK CUTTERS- Model 846 & 848
500 sheet capacity / 17" cut length (846)
700 sheet capacity / 18 ¹/2" cut length (848)

Spindle driven self-locking backstop for 
repetitive cutting

Easily cuts through large stacks of paper and 
card stock

Inch and metric scale bar for precision 
cutting

Built in safety covers on both sides of the 
blade prevent accidental injury 

Sturdy metal base offers extreme durability 
and longevity

Ground blade made of German Solingen steel Shown on optional floor stand

Quick action clamp holds work securely and 
evenly across the entire cutting surface

Stand provides proper height and leverage 
for easy cutting

Item Cut Capacity Table Size Weight Floor Stand
846 17" 500 Sheets 30" x 25 ¹/2" 94 lbs 712
848 18 ¹/2" 700 Sheets 27 ¹/2" x 32" 134 lbs 718

STACK CUTTER - Model 842
200 sheet cutting capacity / 17" cut length Adjustable backstop for repetitive cutting 

Easily cuts through large stacks of paper and 
card stock

Inch and metric scale bar for precision 
cutting

Built in safety covers on both sides of the 
blade prevent accidental injury 

Sturdy metal base offers extreme durability 
and longevity

Ground blade made of German Solingen steel Shown on optional floor stand

Quick action clamp holds work securely and 
evenly across the entire cutting surface

Stand provides proper height and leverage 
for easy cutting

Item Cut Capacity Table Size Weight Floor Stand
842 17" 200 Sheets 28" x 23 ¹/4" 67 lbs 712

PREmiUm STACK CUTTER- Model 852
200 sheet cutting capacity / 17" cut length Ground German Solingen steel blade

Automatic Cutting System holds paper secure-
ly, and cuts through material with a single 
downward movement of the cutting handle

Built in safety covers on both sides of the 
blade prevent accidental injury

Laser guide ensures accuracy on every cut Adjustable backstop for repetitive cutting

Ergonomically correct handle reduces fatigue Sturdy metal base offers extreme durability

Electronic display verifies each step of the 
cutting process 

Spring action cutting block allows for easy 
rotation

Automatic paper clamp holds work securely 
and evenly across the entire cutting surface

Optional floor stand provides proper 
height and leverage for easy cutting

Item Cut Capacity Table Size Weight Floor Stand
852 17" 200 Sheets 35 ³/4" x 24 ³/4" 92 lbs 752

Item Cut Capacity Table Size Weight Floor Stand
858 18 ¹/2" 700 Sheets 47 ¹/2" x 31 ¹/2" 186 lbs 758

PREmiUm STACK CUTTER- Model 858
700 sheet cutting capacity / 18 ¹/2" cut length Ground German Solingen steel blade

Automatic Cutting System holds paper secure-
ly, and cuts through material with a single 
downward movement of the cutting handle

Built in safety covers on both sides of the 
blade prevent accidental injury

Laser guide ensures accuracy on every cut Spindle driven self-locking backstop

Ergonomically correct handle reduces fatigue Sturdy metal base offers extreme durability

Electronic display verifies each step of the 
cutting process 

Spring action cutting block allows for easy 
rotation

Automatic paper clamp holds work securely 
and evenly across the entire cutting surface

Optional floor stand provides proper 
height and leverage for easy cutting


